
NATEL® basic xtra-liberty.
Subscription price per month CHF 12.–

SMS included per month* (CH and LI)   50 
SMS (CH and LI)   CHF 0.15 
SMS (to other countries)  CHF 0.20 
MMS (depending on data volume)  CHF 0.20 to CHF 0.90

Data transfer
Price for data transfers  CHF 0.10/10 kB 
Billed in 10 kB blocks  

Telephony
Connection price for telephony and video telephony CHF 0.70/hour 
To the domestic (CH and LI) Swisscom mobile network, fixed network and COMBOX®.  
Domestic calls under five seconds to a COMBOX® are free of charge (excl. business numbers).  
For calls of up to max. 60 minutes; each part hour thereafter CHF 0.70 (24/7).
Included calls at night free 
Free calls from 8 pm to 6 am to the Swisscom NATEL® network and fixed network (CH and LI)
Domestic calls to the mobile phone network of another provider CHF 0.60/minute 
(CH and LI), per minute (24/7) 
Connection prices are charged based on full/part units of time in CHF 0.10 blocks.
More cost transparency 
A brief signal tone will indicate if you have dialled the mobile number of another mobile phone  
provider (e.g. Sunrise or Orange) in Switzerland or Liechtenstein.
Domestic incoming connections (CH and LI) and call forwarding to your COMBOX® free 

Other prices
Call forwarding  CHF 0.50 
To a domestic number (CH and LI), per minute (24/7)  
Automatic call back from COMBOX®  CHF 0.70 
To the domestic (CH and LI) Swisscom mobile and fixed networks, per hour (24/7)
Automatic call back from COMBOX®  CHF 0.60 
To the domestic mobile network of another provider (CH and LI), per minute (24/7)
Data/fax transmission and fax printouts from COMBOX®  CHF 0.70 
Per minute (24/7)  
One-off charge for SIM card (first or replacement card)  CHF 40.– 
 
Parental control 
Access to adult entertainment and erotic content is blocked by default to all Swisscom  
customers under the age of 18. Business numbers (beginning with 0900, 0901, 0906) as well  
as SMS and MMS value-added services (entertainment, information services, voting, etc.)  
can also be blocked by calling the hotline. Swisscom customers under the age of 16 are blocked  
by default from accessing business numbers.

* Applies to SMS within Switzerland and to other countries. SMS value-added services are excluded. Unused SMS expire at the end of the month.

If usage should deviate from normal domestic use, Swisscom reserves the right to assign customers a different NATEL® product or take other  
appropriate action. 
In order to maintain service quality for all customers, Swisscom will reduce the transmission speed or take other appropriate action if data traffic  
exceeds 2 GB within one month.


